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Introduction

The Tobii Eye Trackers and the Tobii Studio software can be configured in many different ways. 
Also, the Tobii Studio software incorporates much more than just recording of eye tracking 
data, including various video and audio streams and integration with other software and 
hardware. Altogether, this offers a highly flexible system, which can be configured to optimally 
fit the needs of different testing purposes.

This document displays the system recommendations when using a Tobii Eye Tracking System 
(Software & Hardware) to collect eye tracking data. 
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System recommendations

computer  
(stationary and laptop)

Minimum  
requirements

important notes

CPU Intel Core 2 Duo   -

CPU speed 2.0 GHz -

RAM 4 GB -

Hard disk 320 GB

1 For video stimuli, web recordings 
screen recordings, external video 

recordings, and Glasses recordings, 
500 GB is recommended 

Graphics card 512 MB

2 Should support native screen  
resolutions of  1280 x 1024 and  

1920 x 1200 (1080p)

Monitor
A wide screen 1920 x 1200 is recommended  

when used together with a Tobii T60XL Eye Tracker (dual-screen setup)

1 If you use the same computer to collect and analyze eye tracking recordings.
2 when used together with the Tobii T60/120 Eye Trackers and Tobii T60XL Eye Tracker respectively.

operating System

XP® Professional 32 bit

Vista® Home Premium, Business, Ultimate 32 & 64 bit

1 7®
Home Premium, Professional, 

Ultimate
32 & 64 bit

1 Tobii Studio 2.1 and later versions only!

Computers systems with better specifications than the minimum requirements will result in a 
better performance with Tobii Studio. 

System requirements

Version information

As performance and product availability of many of these components change and evolve 
rapidly, the contents of this document are subject to constant updates. Therefore, always make 
sure that you have the newest version available when deciding for a system configuration. The 
latest version of this document can always be downloaded from the Tobii website.  This System 
Recommendations document is valid for Tobii Studio 1.7 and later versions. 

™

Version 2.0.0

This is version 2.0.0 of the 
System Recommendations 

document released in  
June 2010.

©TOBII® Trademark is the property of Tobii Technology
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item recommended models Type of setup 

Stationary computer Dell Precision T5500  
Advanced Stationary eye tracking lab

Laptop computer Dell Precision Mobile  
Workstation M6500 Advanced Mobile eye tracking lab

User Camera
Logitech Quick Cam®  
Pro9000, Logitech®  

QuickCam® Sphere™ 

1  Recording the user video image during 
a Tobii Studio test

Scene Camera
Sony DCR-HC62E,  

Logitech Quick Cam®  
Pro9000 

Scene camera setups using a Tobii X 
Series Eye tracker ( i.e. when tracking 
real objects)  

Dual heads graphics card NVIDIA® Quadro® FX
Dual-screen eye tracking setup  
( e.g. using the Tobii Live Viewer)

Digital video  
capture card Datapath® Vision RGB-E1®

External video setups,  when the video 
source is digital  (e.g. another PC).  
DVI-I connector. Supports VGA and 
RGB adapters, and HD resolution 
recordings

Analog video  
capture card

Viewcast® Osprey® 230 Video 
Capture Card

External video setups,  when the video 
source is analog (e.g. S-Video)

VGA to USB video 
capture adapter Epiphan VGA2USB Pro®

External video setups, when Tobii 
Studio is running on a laptop

1 The Tobii T60, T120 and XL Eye Trackers have a built-in user camera. Web cameras listed under Recommended models 

might be used with the T60 or T120 as well, for instance to get HD or zoom. With the Tobii X120 Eye Tracker use one of the 

other Recommended models.

Besides the required hardware components mentioned above, you might need some optional 
accessories. Tobii offers a range of additional accessories to make your experimental  
set-up complete. To obtain a complete list of available accessories contact your local sales  
representative, or visit the Tobii website (www.tobii.com) for more information.

recommended components

For optimal performance we further recommend...
 
• To optimize your computer hardware by using Tobii recommended components. 
• The computer running Tobii Studio should have the least processes running on the  
background  – use the computer only to run Tobii Studio tests and analysis.
• It may help to disable or disconnect Bluetooth, WLAN/Wifi and network connectors and to 
unload CD or DVD disk drives.
• Use a direct connection between your computer and the Tobii Eye Tracker. For more informa-
tion on how to connect the computer and the Tobii Eye Trackers read the section entitled 
“Connecting Tobii Eye Tracker” in your Eye Tracker User Manual.
• Don’t run your study at excessive screen resolutions, choose something reasonable for your 
purpose. Higher resolutions take up precious video RAM graphics memory and increase the 
time for clearing the frame buffer, drawing your stimulus and for post-processing operations.
• Optimize Windows 7, Vista or XP for better performance.
• Make sure that the energy saving options of your machine do not slow down the processor and 
other sub-systems to save power or battery life. Especially for laptops on battery power.
• Running two displays simultaneously (Dual-display) requires more video RAM memory and 
processor resources in your graphics card, plus some additional management overhead in the 
graphics driver. This can cause lower graphics performance.
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